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The RASFF System

System: network and IS

Participants
- Food & Feed authorities
- Central Authorities

Exchange on measures taken
- Incidents
- Controls
The RASFF system in practice
ASFF Workflow
Project Scope

RASFF FWD Notification
- From Member → Central Authority
- From Central Authority → All Members

Notification distribution to third Countries

Data exchange & standardisation
Case Cases

- Submit Notification
- Validate Notification
- Notification distribution
- Submit standard information
- Validate standard information
Current state

- Project Submission
- Requirements gathering
- BRS initial version
- CCL harmonisation
- eLab Connection
Key entities

Product
Party
Regulatory control
Hazard
Regulation
Damage
Process
Review Points

Entity model

Collaborations / messages

Level of detail, complete message vs certain info that changes

Code lists
Further work

Implementation
- EC system
- RASFF Members take up
- Non RASFF Members participation

Core vocabularies and taxonomies
- Hazards
- Transportation
- Other?